FINDINGS & SUGGESTIONS

FINDINGS: -

1. Terrorism is not a nascent phenomenon but it is as old as civilization and has grown with historical growth of human personality, civilization and concept of state.

2. Before emerging in its present form terrorism has passed through five phases. In these developing phases various people and forces gave it monarchical twist, feudalistic twist, colonial twist, revolutionary twist, communist twist, capitalist twist and religious twist.

3. The definition of terrorism is most controversial issue worldwide. The activity is same but meanings are different for the factions i.e. ruler and ruled.

4. Economic deprivations, social injustice and political frustrations provide fertile land for growth of terrorism.

5. Domestic reasons behind terrorism are corruption, ignorance policy of governments, intervention in public life, humiliation of masses and soft attitude towards criminals.

6. External reasons of terrorism are foreign intervention, historical injustice, non-dialogue status among different cultures and civilization national interests and double standards on terrorism.

7. Warfare cannot be eliminated from international relation because it is the perpetual phenomenon, which has been in existence since beginning with varying intensity. It may vary depending upon contemporary reason but intensity of warfare is directly
proportional to human nature and inversely proportional to
destructiveness of weapon.

8. Weapons of mass destruction are in reach and bound of terrorists.

9. Disintegrations of Russia (USSR) proved bless and boons for
terrorists.

10. Highly qualified and good looking clean faced youths are also
joining terroristic outfits now

11. Remaining neutral and tacit consent are much helpful in
proliferation and encouraging terrorism

12. The America is only nation facing terrorism globally against its
interest. The terrorist outfits on the warpath against USA have not
even a single interest in America. Main challenge to America is
from Islamic fundamentalist groups and concerns of these groups
are limited to Muslim population.

13. The most dreaded and effective terrorist attack is suicide bombing
and there is no counter measure for this kind of terroristic attack.

14. Now days terrorists are using much dreaded and destructive
methods irrespective of their own life safety e.g. they used engines
full of hydrocarbons and aeroplanes like 11 Sept. attack resulting a
mass destruction.

15. Bio-chemical agents are much dreaded and harmful for humanity
as well as for other livings.

16. Terrorists are now using media as an instrument.

17. In fact if there had been globalization of any thing that is
terrorism and which emerged as a serious concern and challenge to
security of global village.
18. Cyber attack is a nascent trend of terrorism having serious consequences.
19. Terrorism destroys peace and social harmony.
20. Terrorism paralyzes the administration and disrupts law and order.
21. Terrorism develops inactivity and absconding nature in the general public.
22. Terrorism damages the economy severely and it retards development and progress of the nation.
23. Civil liberties are the first casualties of terrorism.
24. Forthcoming trends of terrorism will be more catastrophic because in the near future unpredictable high tech revolution is expected in every field and terrorists would like to misuse the new technology.
25. The demand of self-determination will play a major role in future terrorism even America will be facing the same problem because America is a superset of races of Asians, Latin Americans, Hispanics and Blacks.
26. Serious efforts for procurement of nuclear arms of terrorists are alarming.
27. It needs to redefine broadly the term "National Security".
28. Nations of the world have used terrorism as a strategic instrument and provide safe heaven to terrorists.
29. Terrorists correlate their activities to religious aims and try to gain international sympathy on basis of human rights with much cunningness and gain image of benevolent of the general public instead of having negative image.
30. Terroristic ideology has no concerns with social, moral value and it rejects all restrains on means.

31. Strategy of Terrorism has three dimensions
   I) Ultras II) Government III) Public

32. Terrorists implement their strategy in three stages
   I) Attack II) Wait III) Expose

33. For getting control over oil fields invaders like USA in Iraq might be a cause of breaking up violence in those regions and it will lead increase in terrorism all over the world.

34. Nowadays colonial interests are being fulfilled by managing to hold controls of nations under influence of economy and technology instead of direct political and military hold.

35. Powerful member states of League of Nations of contemporary world were not dedicated and full-filling the oath of allegiance.

36. Narrow nationalism caused terrorism inside the boundaries of a state and international politics was pushed toward World War-II.

37. Fascist powers were encouraged by absence of USA from League of Nations.

38. During cold war era terroristic campaigns were also tested and treated on basis of political relations and terrorism was encouraged as a result of taking every problem through political viewpoints.

39. Even after UNO efforts, instead of decreasing the terrorism increased.

40. The concerned base behind international terrorists is directly or indirectly linked with Arab-Israel problem.
UNO had not been fully successful in resolving the main problems challenging the global security e.g. Kashmir issue, Arab-Israel problem, Iraq crisis and challenge of AL-Queda and even couldn’t be successful in eliminating international tension and terror.

In name of regional security actually intension of super powers was to make hold on global security scenario even these super powers were member of such regional organizations that they are not situated in those regions.

UNO has punished small arrogant nations only in name of terrorism but in case of super powers, powerful nations and nations fulfilling interests of super powers, UNO remained silent.

UNO has limited it only up to passing resolutions and no interest was shown to implement them.

America is after its own national interests nothing more. The elimination of terrorism from world is not on its agenda.

As state forces start campaigns against terrorists and they feel hardship, they slip away in neighboring nations.

Loopholes in extradition treaties help terrorists instead of eradicating terrorism.

The legal process to extradite and punish the terrorists is so long and complex that there remains no meaning of justice and punishment.

UNO has proved itself only as a dais for taking determination for eliminating terrorism, for condemning terrorism and for discussion on international co-operation on such issues.
50. Behaviour of a nation and their future trends may be predicted on the basis of its international policies but in case of terrorist groups it is not possible. It is the warfare in which round the clock and across the globe terrorists are after their targets.

51. Media gives voice to violence because no social aim is achieved by naked presentation and publication of riots and other violent activities.

52. Media’s mottos are “First of all, sensational, thrilling and far ahead of all.”

53. Terrorist act upon single point programme “Action speaks louder than words”.

54. Muslims or Islamic world has become synonyms of terrorism, which is only due to some strict fanatic provisions in religions books or by wrong interpretation of such religious books.

55. Energy sources (Mineral oil deposits) are a big reason behind international tension.

56. Through the Islamic history the Mullahs and Madarsas have played a crucial role and the Madarsas are like nurseries of Terrorism.

Suggestions:

1. Problem is not to define terrorism, which is being discussed for a long, but actually it is the exercise (problem) to define activist who choose terrorism as a tool. Weather we should term the activist as terrorist, nationalist, freedom fighter, God’s warrior (Mujjahiddin) or Religious warrior? Terrorism is terrorism nothing else. So the term
terrorism should be defined and accepted unanimously. A suitable and worthy definition may be as below.

"The mode with which an individual or organized group or institution creates fear in mind of individuals, community and society with violent or non violent means for vested interests is called Terrorism".

2. The aim of human civilization should be to secure the future not only present and for this we will have to adopt comprehensive and integrated measures against terrorism.

3. Stop terrorists to operate successfully and to achieve target, it will be a successful check on terrorism.

4. Problem must be cured before it become incurable.

5. Strategy drafted for countering terrorism after going through nature and aims & objectives of terrorism will be less time, money and energy consuming as well as it will be more effective.

6. Mencance of Terrorism should be countered collectively and suggested counter terrorism instrument CACSCOT must be implemented strongly at national and international levels.

7. Individuals or institutions acting against CACSCOT must be treated as terrorists.

8. Checking body at international level should be constituted.

9. It should clarify that human rights are meant for humans who respect them not for terrorists who violate them repeatedly and UNO should suspend human rights of terrorists and other offenders.

10. It should drop extradition treaty for terrorists and political asylum must be redefined
11. The most required essential provision to counter terrorism is 'Media Censorship' and media should also keep in view its moral responsibilities.

12. Terrorism must be condemned strictly and no justification of terroristic offences and wretched violence should be accepted.

13. The menace of terrorism can be eliminated by co-operation among nations only otherwise situation will be more worsened and complicated.

14. For exchanging of secret information, for sharing of counter terrorism experiences and for training of security forces a system should be developed. For collective campaigns an international Anti-terrorism force must be established.

15. Each and every nation should deny use of their soil for terrorist purposes.

16. International community should use money as an instrument against terrorism and funding sources of terrorists must be seized.

17. Dialogue among different religious factions and among different civilizations and cultures must be continuously organized and the fanatics parts and principles of religion must be nullified after consulting intellectual religious persons of concerned religion e.g. Islamic principal of 'Kaffir' and 'Jihad'.

18. Internationally the double standards on terrorism must be given up and terrorism must be retorted strongly irrespective of being ideological, political or justifying terrorism at one place and condemning terrorism at other place.
19. Equal opportunities should be created for all human beings without any discrimination.
20. Alternative energy sources must be explored.
21. Veto power should not be used for terrorist offences.
22. "Electronic Identity Card" for each and every citizen containing full details of holder must be provided by all nations.
23. Each nation should make all possible efforts for controlling poverty, illiteracy and corruption.
24. State should provide justice, opportunity, liberty and expression freedom for everyone.
25. Jurisdictional limits and boundaries must be eliminated and security forces must be equipped with more rights and powers legally.
26. Political parties should put aside their petty differences and sensitive issues like terrorism must not be used for political benefits.
27. Terrorism must be faced with strong political will power.
28. Worthy rulers are capable of providing safe and stable rule. For this provisions of minimum essential qualification for politicians (Public Representatives) should be made.
29. Law and order must be maintained in every circumstance and offenders must be punished instead of harassing public in name of investigations and execution of terrorists.
30. "Defense Studies" must be taught to every student.
31. During counter terrorism campaigns emphasize must be on better strategy instead of better technology.
32. Religious institution like Madarsas must be checked continuously.
33. Counter terrorism war must be fought with power and trick.
34. Confidence building measures must be adopted among struggling factions.
35. Rehabilitation programme must be made for terrorists ready to surrender and join mainstream.
36. Continuous dialogue must be carried on for elimination of terrorism.
37. World community should always be alert to destroy root causes of terrorism.
38. Defense Universities must be established.
39. UNO should play an effective role to counter terrorism collectively at global levels.